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S F Bar 6
Dada

#----------------------------------PLEASE NOTE---------------------------------#
#This file is the author s own work and represents their interpretation of the #
#song. You may only use this file for private study, scholarship, or research. #
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#
From: "Og" <jdm7@cornell.edu>
Subject: CRD: "S.F. Bar  69" by dada

S.F. Bar  69
------------

by dada        from the album American Highway Flower

transcribed by Jeff Matson (jdm7@cornell.edu)

This is a very rough version, with only basic chords.

Verse:
Em  Em  Em(?)  Em   D   C(9)

the Em(?) chord is 020000.  I just don t know the name of this chord.

Chorus:
D  D(4)  C(?)  C(9)  Em

move the bass note around on the Em in the chorus to make it sound better.
I don t know the names of all these chords, but i play the Em progression as
022000   2x2000   3x2000   x02000

the C(?) chord is x32030.

Chords:
-------
Em     022000
D      xx0232
C(9)   x32033
D(4)   xx0233

Lyrics:
-------

Long lean piece of ice
Thin and hard think what it will do
I can slice and I will pour it to you
Drip drop drip
Reflective properties, I see you



My mind stops and stutters
My mind stops
Please can I kiss your kneecaps?

Sun burns itself out

I look around and notice all the dogs
In line to howl so loud so long
For just one night
What the hell is your name?

I m numb, dumbed down
On a leash that chokes so hard
My life fades to blue

And the hand that holds my leash
Is so strong that it s useless to struggle
Useless to catch the one breath that starts me down
To freedom
Unknown to the bone
Without taste, past disgrace
White pasty face
Please don t notice me my goddess

From: comtaco@realm2.digex.net (COMTACO)

This sounded pretty good to me the other day

        S.F. Bar  69
by:     Dada
~from:   American Highway Flower

Verse:

        EADGBe

Edim    012000
Em      022000
G       320033
C\G     032033

Chorus:

D       x00232
Dsus    x00233
[tab]C       032010
CaddG   032013[/tab]

Em      022000
F#7+5   220xxx
G       320xxx
Em6     5450xx



D       x00232
Dsus    x00233
[tab]C       032010
CaddG   032013[/tab]

You ll have to play with the rhythm a little  till it sounds right.
Cranck up your CD and play around with it.

--
comtaco@realm.net

Commander Taco Restaurants and Chemical Supply

There has been an alarming increase in the number of things you know
nothing about.


